Easy “3 step” planner
1). Sketch Kitchen
If you are having a new kitchen you will probably have a design from either a kitchen design centre or a manufacturer.
Either post, fax or email us a copy.
Attach a copy of your new kitchen plan or sketch existing kitchen, including external dimensions and depth of existing
tops, what type of kitchen and what type of cooker.
example sketch

2). Select granite material from swatch and indicate finish and edge style required

Dropped Waterfall

Arris top and bottom

Polished - for a high-gloss surface

Waterfall

Pencil Rounded

Full Bullnose

Honed - smooth with more of a matt look

3). Email, fax or post completed sheet to Granite Planet to obtain a quote
Based on the information you submit we will provide you with a quote specific to your choice of granite.
Alternatively, we can provide you with a quote across six granite price bands with a selection of granite in each band.
EMAIL: info@graniteplanet.co.uk
FAX: 01386 848900
POST: Granite Planet Ltd, Weston Industrial Estate, Honeybourne, Evesham, Worcestershire WR11 7QU

Templating
If you ask us to template, we need all kitchen units fixed in their final position. All sinks, taps and hobs available, with
freestanding cookers including any “Agas”, in position. If there is an under slung sink, the unit housing must have a
solid top. We do not undertake any plumbing or electrical works, but we will ensure that the sink and hob are fixed
in position to allow for a speedy connection by your chosen contractor. Please bear in mind that it is not possible
to connect these appliances on the day the granite is fitted as uncured adhesives will result in movement of both
the granite and the appliance. It is also desirable for the customer to be available for ten minutes, to outline the
requirements before templating commences. We always strive to attain the best possible result and offer you, the
customer any advice to achieve this.
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